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STATEMENT FROM DA DAVID SOARES REGARDING RECENT PROTESTS  

AND ESCALATING VIOLENCE IN OUR COMMUNITY 
 
The death of Mr. George Floyd is devastating – and cannot be tolerated in our society. No 
hashtags or social media shorthand can describe or do justice to the trauma “trending” on line 
and in our lives. Those engaging in peaceful protests are having their voices heard across the 
nation. Then there are agitators that cross the line to abandon peace and choose violence – and 
that must not be tolerated. I know our Albany community is better than that. What I saw last 
night was violence and mayhem. But what I saw today were people flooding our streets to help 
clean up glass, rubble and debris left in the aftermath. What I saw today was an Albany united. 
 
We place our faith in our laws and trust the police to discharge its enforcement equally 
regardless of race or station in our society. The video capturing the last moments of Mr. Floyd’s 
death is a painful reminder that we have so much more work to do to ensure equal protection 
and treatment under the law. Had we endeavored to collectively work towards those ideals, this 
nightmare may never have happened. 
 
Believing that all who proudly wear the uniform behave like the men who took the life of Mr. 
Floyd would be as wrong as those who believe the unlawful treatment of people of color by law 
enforcement are isolated incidents.  
 
What is apparent is that we have so much more to do to live up to our ideals of justice for all.  
 
Today many communities are broken. Some as a result of fire and rage. But many more are 
broken in spirit. In the weeks and months to come the verdicts will be delivered and with them 
more fire or the fleeting sense of relief. The more important question remains: what we as a 
nation to do in the present? What can we do here, so many miles away, but still reeling with the 
same frustration? 
 
In Albany, we are lucky to have community organizers like Pastor Traynham and the ALERT 
team who attempt to bridge the chasms of distrust between communities of color and police. We 
have other community agencies working toward the same goals. We can all agree that we 
cannot afford to wait for the next tragedy and speak through the flames of more pain and harm. I 
for one will be keeping Mr. Floyd at the forefront of my thoughts as we search for ways to 
engage in real conversations about what needs to change and what roles we all must play to 
ensure his life is not forgotten. I surely will not forget his death. And I urge any protesters to 
remain peaceful while advocating for justice in our world, and in our local communities. 
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